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the persisting idea of american
treasure hunting
ronald W walker
he carried a magic divining

rod

A miraculous crystal stone
by which in the darkened crown of his hat
he could fix a spot unknown

leo leonard twinem A ballad of
old pocock vermont 1929

there

is
only one way of understanding a cultural phenomenon
which is alien to one s own ideological pattern and that is to place

oneself at its very centre and from there to track down all the values
that radiate from it
and the crucible 1956 11
mircea eliade the forge andthe

toute

chases qui n est pas enrange
vue des choses
etrange est fausse
paul valery as quoted in hamlets mill

1

the following essay was originally written for a general scholarly
audience even though it is now being published in a latter day saint
context 1I have chosen to retain its detached tone reserving a more
personal response for another essay which also appears in this issue of
B YU studies 1I chose such a tone not so much because of my intended
audience but because 1I wished to understand treasure digging as a
cultural phenomenon not just as a recurring theme in mormon
historical writing past writers who have dealt with mormon money
digging have usually written in a polemical and even combative
manner As a result in the hundred and fifty years that writers have
attacked and defended joseph smith s alleged treasure hunting we
have not learned much about the topic itself my hope in writing this
essay was to place money digging at center stage free from partisan
debate and thereby establish an understandable context for the
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smith family s involvement with the activity their actual role of
course is yet to be examined in detail
1I wish to make another point explicit nothing in my study
should be taken as suggesting that joseph smith was merely a
product of his folk culture environment no english or american
village adept ever produced a book of mormon none produced a
vision of moses the olive leaf the three degrees of glory or such
magisterial ideas as sections 93 and 98 of the doctrine and
covenants at every major point in his career there were second and
third witnesses for joseph smith s work and when he died he left a
ch
church
urch that dwarfed anything that might have been built by a
run of the mill village holy man some may see this success as simply
the work of a religious genius my own conviction is that joseph
was a religious genius because of an active and guiding providence
nevertheless as we come to understand the new england folk
culture more fully we may find that it was not an inappropriate
precursor to the restoration it is already apparent that this culture
tended to be antitraditional
anti traditional church in orientation it strongly embraced the idea of personal revelation and the ministry of spirits at
least some of its practitioners believed in a kind of premortal exisism and the restoration of ancient texts for
dispensarionalism
tence dispensationalism
dispensational
many of its adherents it seems to have functioned as a visionary and
exciting though not formal religion one of the major insights in
the field of religious studies during the past decade is the realization
baith
has been defined too narrowly by examining
faith
that religious balth
faithhas
hait
faithhas
falt
what the people actually were doing and believing we have come to
understand that there was existing side by side with such movements as episcopalianism or presbyterianism or lutheranism sometimes intermixing with them an informal people s religion that held
the attention of the common man or woman
11
1i
ai
II

from colonial times to at least the age of jackson americans
dug for magical treasure there were hundreds and probably thousands of these money diggers all seeking croves
troves of fabled coins
mines jewels and other valued prizes they worked from the
atlantic coast to the mississippi hinterlands and in a few localities
heaped up tailings that rivaled those of the later forty niners
biners yet for
all this prodigious toil their finds were as rare as merlin s transmuted gold what made them persist relying on an immemorial
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but now forgotten world view the money diggers placed faith in
feeric gifts and
conjuring elemental spirits thrice spoken dreams seeric
enchanted treasure that could slip and rumble through the earth as
easily as a fish moving through the deep the modern age will
probably never fully understand the diggers strange compound of
treasure seeking religious feeling and intense psychological devotion to an old but fading way of life theirs was another world which
we can speak of but hardly enter
many of the themes of american digging appear much earlier in
mankind s primal myths for example in egypt where most of the
of the subsequent world may be found is told the story
magic
of setnau
selnau dhaem
khaem uast
bast after offering an appropriate incantation
setnau
selnau found an invaluable book deposited within a cavern the prize
was originally buried in a box which in turn contained a series of
smaller receptacles the last a golden box was guarded by a swarm
2
of serpents and scorpions the hero killed the last snake three times
the greeks in turn had their own treasure stories which told of a
winged griffin protecting treasure jason wresting the golden fleece
from the guarding dragon and heracles dispatching a snake to
obtain the three golden apples 3
tales of treasure also interested the semites they spoke of
hidden golden plates and other valuable texts buried in places like a
cave mountain iron box or under solomon s throne one treasure
4
was protected by qatmir
matmir a guarding dog none of these reports
quaran community s
however matched the extravagance of the qumran
copper scroll apparently a catalogue ofjudaean treasure lore this
early christian era scroll listed sixty hidden deposits with precious
some of these ideas
5some
metal weighing two hundred tons altogether csome
cassad wrote R campmay have influenced arabic culture the rassad
bell thompson is generally the guardian of some treasure and may
take the form of a man colt cock or chicken with young he haunts
almost all caves
the idea that devils are guardians of enormous
treasure is very prevalent among the arabs
clearly the ideas of hidden but guarded treasure with their
secondary and accompanying motifs of ancient texts animals boxes
devils caves gold incantations mountains and even the ratifying
number three were an ancient bequest later they became a part of
ifor
the central beliefs of indo european folk culture 7for
for the european
buried treasure might be found in barrows and treasure chambers
within a mountain or it could be deposited near a wayside cross
close to one s home or under the ruins of a fallen castle or abbey the
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treasure itself the people realized was active it might rise or fall
grow or multiply and after seven years some said a hundred years
were necessary blossum or sun itself near the earth s surface at
such times particularly during a full moon the treasure became
I
will 0 the wisp giving off a bluish flame and therefore especially
8
susceptible to recovery
but getting the treasure was always difficult and harrowing if
not recovered quickly the trove sank into the earth s depths until its
far in the future blooming further the digger might have
next har
man like elemental spirits according to some lore the
to outwit the manlike
salamander after forging minerals in the earth s fiery furnace ener spirits the sylphs
sylphy nymphs
trusted his newly made ore to his brother
broth
and especially the underground gnomes who then safeguarded it for
humankind s general good 9 more common however were tales
involving the devil who moved treasures about maliciously to pre
vent their discovery and created distracting spec
spectres
tres to impede digging for example he might transform himself into a frightening
toad rooster dog bear snake or dragon he could present the
digger with a false vision of his burning home or village or more
imaginatively he might dress himself in a bizarre red and green
costume and ride either a glowing wagon wheel or a trundling barrel
if such things did not scare the seeker from his booty they invariably
caused him to break the taboo of silence which ended any chance of
I1 1

success

10

faced with these obstacles the european treasure seeker tried to
narrow the odds to facilitate his search he listened carefully to the
treasure dreams of a pure or innocent youth who it was believed had
special powers to discern and recover the subterranean bounty
earth mirrors seer stones or divining rods crafted from hazel or
11
many
mistletoe were also thought to be useful searching tools
seekers used a magic manual like the sixth and seventh books of moses
to secure astrological information gain a listing of suitable psalms for
magic prowess and learn important prayer and conjuring formulae
the latter was especially important treasure seekers and magical
practitioners in general tried to bind to their service and imprison
in a ring a mirror or a stone some fairy sylph or salamander and
compel it to appear when called and render answers to such questions
12
as the viewer should propose
during the medieval period the
elemental spirits commonly known as familiars were viewed as
the easiest to conjure a task often left to a preadolescent youth a
cleric or a professional scryer
server
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popularity of treasure digging in europe is difficult to
assess certainly the practice was geographically widespread money
diggers were at work from iceland to russia and from scandinavia to
the southern mediterranean germany and especially hungary had
1
14
reputations for digging in england the practice made hill digger
a common epithet and brought a series of statutory prohibitions yet
court officials such as john dee queen elizabeth s physician or
goodwin wharton a seventeenth century lord of the admiralty
sought buried treasure and as late as the twentieth century hazel rods
were frequently used to probe for lead and coal veins in northern
15
shakespeare alexander pope walter scott edvard
england
grieg henrik ibsen and especially the germans goethe and E T A
hoffmann used treasure images in their works perhaps as telling
treasure hunting motifs lodged themselves in popular culture everyday folk brandished
will o th ewi jack
brandishes mistletoe carried their willo
0 lanterns told their children about money pots under the rainbow
and read to them of snow white s troubles with the wicked queen s
magic mirror and of the friendly treasure mountain gnomes who

the

rescued her

at the beginning of the modern era

then there existed a mature
lore of hidden wealth and some of it was probably not chimera both
german and english miners claimed that divining rods aided their
search for minerals and the hope of finding treasure beneath a
barrow wayside cross ruin or in one of the ubiquitous caches of the
16
countryside was not entirely without foundation i yet the reality of
actual treasure hardly explains the power and tenacity of the treasure
myth finds were never commensurate with actual digging and
were more a matter of accidental discovery than conscious magical
enterprise even the discovery of mines allegedly the most successful
of the diggers pursuits evoked skepticism and lacked documented
results

17

a nonrational practice persist while wealth
seeking and adventure doubtless played a role europeans were as
susceptible to the old cultural patterns as the early semites greeks
and romans since at least neolithic times the ideas of treasure
capricious spirits religious quest and a mother earth who matured
precious ores within her hallowed womb have persisted like medieval miners who purified themselves with fasting meditation
prayers and acts of worship many treasure hunters saw themselves as
18
sacred
working close to the
presence
such religious feeling made

why did such

their practices tenacious and enduring
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moreover treasure digging fit into the prevailing magical
religious culture of the time some areas in england for instance
may have had as many wise men and wise women as ordained
ministers and they likely commanded as wide a clientele drawing
their name from the christian magi these seers or masters of the
arcane claimed not only to locate buried treasure but also to heal the
sick foretell the future find lost articles establish criminality and
in some cases perform services that scholars increasingly conclude
were religious in character their summoning of celestial beings was
a religious rite concludes keith thomas in which prayer played
an essential part and where piety and purity of life were deemed
essential
at this level the practice of magic became a holy
quest the search for knowledge not by study and research but by
9
some adepts added preachments
revelation
preach ments to their ceremonials
speaking of the lost patriarchal powers of adam enoch noah
20
as
they
saw themselves
joseph and solomon which
preserving
most old world magical practitioners warmly rejected any
league with the powers of darkness their craft was beneficium the
white art which opposed devilish compacts consorting with
demons and the works of evil witches for example egyptian secrets
a chapbook purportedly by albertus magnus that circulated among
the german peasantry and later among the pennsylvania dutch
advertised itself as an antidote to the machinations of bad and
malicious people whose sorcery blighted personal happiness mar
biages
riages and on occasion entire villages to disregard its prescriptions
i
god
I
defyy the will of
I ashment
sk eternal pun
and r isk
was to def
shment and grim
punishment
21
damnation
in a similar vein the sixth and seventh books of moses
freely invoked both biblical images and the cabalistic names of
22
deity
in sum many european adepts were like the elizabethan
II that finding no man nor
john dee who told emperor rudolph 11
book had adequate truth he had resorted to the medium of his shew
stone and the ministry of holy angels but his conjuring he insisted
had never passed the bounds of acceptable and enlightened christian
23
ity no doubt he saw his magical paraphernalia as no more opposed
to religion than the egyptian divining cup of joseph the super
natural rods of moses and aaron or the unm
urim and thummim of the
arim
24
priest
high
neither dee nor present day scholars have been able to draw a
distinct line between the white arts and religion certainly the old
nineteenth century categories which pejoratively saw magic as
primal practical and manipulative and religion as enlightened
11

1

1

1
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and supplicatory have failed to bear up under recent
structural functional or phenomenological analysis with a wide
range of practices present in all religious movements including early
christianity itself scholars have assumed a more tolerant and flexible
25
view
ethereal

ill
iii
lii

in retrospect it was inevitable that treasure digging should
persist in europe and later come to the new world so deeply
ingrained were the traditional folk ideas of hidden and shifting
treasure underground spirits divination astrology and the earth s
role in making and perfecting minerals that the practice must have
sailed to america with jamestown s sarah constant goodspeed and
discovery these myths were part of a significant but now largely
forgotten belief system which had the strengths of tradition religion and even an informal authority structure based on the widespread wise adepts it offered the folk an alternative or accompanying
belief to the remote and at times emotionally sterile dogmas of formal
religion in the american environment this traditional culture of the
people of which money digging was a part would prosper for many
years then it quickly faded becoming a matter of opprobrium
which the collective consciousness of the new society sought to purge
from memory
bereft of the old european treasure landmarks and the ancient
celtic roman and german races that supposedly placed wealth
within them the early american settlers found new realities to
justify their renewed money digging borrowing on the old lore the
treasure hunters focused on ruins mounds caves or even geological
chasms and fissures which some thought to have been created by the
26
convulsions at the time of christ s crucifixion
the remains of
french fortifications brought fifty diggers to crown point near lake
champlain while others excavated around chimney island in the st
ogdenburg
oldenburg
lawrence river channel fifty miles northeast of Og
denburg new
york rumors of hidden hessian and british booty in turn brought
27
york
diggers to the saratoga new
battlefield
glacial drummins
drum lins which rose barrow like from the upstate
drumlins
new york landscape were also attractions one of these the
starkly dramatic one hundred and fifty foot high mormon hill or
cormons called it was the site of treasure digging
cumorah as mormons
both before and after joseph smith s receiving of his golden plates 28
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Car antouan or spanish
diggers also worked the rampart crowned carantouan
in solitary isolation above the susquehanna plain near
singin
hill rirising
carantouan
elmira new york some believed that Car
antouan like mormon
hill was a man made earthen shell that concealed a treasure cavern
others spoke of the hill s buried wealth reportedly left by spanish
explorers captain kidd or perhaps a prehistoric race as wealthy as
azteca 29
aztecs
the
theaztecs
the cave motif was not restricted to treasure mountains like
mormon hill and Car
carantouan
antouan perhaps reflecting the popular masonic legend of solomon s many arched subterranean vault there
were accounts of treasure caves in vermont s green mountains the
adirondacks near present day rochester and above the susquehanna river in northern pennsylvania 30 the image also survived in
good natured folklore according to henry van hoevenberg
Hoe venberg an
early twentieth century raconteur while still a young man he found
an algonquin parchment telling of a cave that could be seen only in
the light of a full august moon finding and entering the grotto van
Hoevenberg stuffed his pockets with wampum and gold and great
hoevenberg
treasure until met by a huge and menacing indian though he
escaped with a few valuables the incident left him according to his
story with two broken legs three broken ribs and one broken

arm

31

identity of those burying treasure greatly varied encouraged by the area s mysterious mounds and a romantic delight with
the antique some posited the existence of an ancient american race
gentle and honest tim alien
ailen a rochester seer told of pygmy miners
allen
who buried their treasure in upstate new york to keep it from
32
invading giants
in chautauqua county new york near the
pennsylvania border several adepts confirmed the presence of a
fabulous buried treasure left by some highly cultivated and
wealthy celtic indians prior to their destruction by barbaric hordes
from the north A group of communitarian spiritualists who supposedly spent 20000 digging at the site had their own revelation
about the Ki antonian people they were the spiritualists conazteca 33 such notions
firmed none other than the progenitors of the aztecs
were apparently widespread the palmyra neighbors ofofjoseph
joseph smith
claimed that his family spoke of large gold bars and silver plates
hidden within the caverns of the region s prehistoric man made
mounds 34
however none of the treasure burying peoples figured as
strongly in the lore as two ever present images the spaniard and the

the
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pirate spain and her colonies fascinated the average english settler
and spanish themes influenced undoubtedly by potosi and the
spanish main became stock features of the remarkably consistent
35
one of the most detailed stories told of the aged
tales
treasure
spaniard degrau who in 1800 suddenly appeared near present day
bristol vermont and began digging eventually the settlers persuaded him to reveal his secret As a youthhe
youth he had been part of a
successful spanish mining expedition that had concealed a hoard of
silver within a green mountain cave now as the surviving member
of the party he had come to reclaim his wealth unfortunately
ravished
shed
lavished
neither degrau nor several generations of hunters who ravi
vermont s hell s half acre found anything besides a strange
looking vessel that some believed was left by the spanish troop 36
the theme of treasure burying spanish miners or explorers
became a folklore staple in vermont at least twenty towns claimed a
37
failed
old
who
silver
find
his
specie
hidden
spaniard
returning
to
at pennsylvania s big bend of the susquehanna river diggers also
looked for treasure left by a company of spaniards supposedly coined
silver sealed within an inevitable cave 38 with some varying detail
the same chronicle later appeared in tennessee missouri and even

oregon

39

the pirate myth was probably

stronger while having roots in
40
england the idea of hidden pirate treasure flowered in america
cimpl
simpl
the booty of captain low harry main thomas veale or simply
bucca neers plying lake ontario each appeared in the lore
rumored buccaneers
but two names dominated
blackboard the criminally insane
the first was the notorious blackbeard
edward teach whose forty gun queen annes revenge preyed on
carolina and virginia shipping after the war of spanish succession in
42
around
nd colonial philadephia
philadelphia
blackboard legend centered arou
Philadephia
1713
abou
the blackbeard
and the south atlantic coast believed to have frequented the city s
lodged among us
waterfront taverns and to have had friends
blackboard was thought to have buried money and
every where blackbeard
plate both in philadelphia and in nearby secluded riverside locations
when a few treasure pots were apparently found in the city s household cellars and the discovery of others was rumored the idea of
buried pirate wealth became much the expectation and talk of the
times 43 benjamin franklin reported that not only were such ideas
mighty prevalent but money digging itself was widespread you
can hardly walk half a mile out of town on any side he wrote
without observing several pits dug with that design and perhaps
11

11
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some lately opened men otherwise of very good sense have been
drawn into this practice
there seems to be some peculiar charm
offinding
finding money 44
in the conceit of offending
the second name was that of william kidd commissioned as a
privateer in 1696 to rid the indian ocean of corsairs
corsairs captain kidd
was soon rumored to be a pirate himself and was hung for murder five
years later at london s execution dock before his capture in boston
he had sailed the atlantic coast and buried on gardiner s island
new york a hoard worth fourteen thousand pounds which authorities later reclaimed these facts were expanded to fill america s most
extravagant treasure legend men searched from key west to halifax
for the rest of captain kidd s unfound treasury in the northern
states alone excavations were made in new york at coney island

gardiner s island and new york city in massachusetts at nantucket cape cod and in the marshes behind boston in connecticut
field and clarke s island in the connectiwethersfield
at stratford point Wethers
cut river and at such diverse places as south kingstown rhode
island weare new hampshire and penobscot bay maine 455
the digging was at times both unlikely and vigorous despite
living seventy miles up the hudson river at green county new
york young thurlow weed remembered embarking on a kidd
treasure expedition which his elders had promised would yield
466
ic
indeed according to harold thompson there
golden results
was not a county on hudson s river not an islet in the sound but
has its whispers and hopes of buried treasure all planted by kidd on
those few nights when he hovered between block island and gardiner s 477 even landlocked vermont had at least three towns that
48
claimed kidd treasure
and when diggers believed themselves
close to a discovery the result was prodigious according to one
assessment penobscot bay had enough dirt from treasure digging to
bank and fill a twenty mile railroad grade while some new england
beaches were left like scarred and disfigured mining districts 499
while much of this money digging may have been nonmagical
other hunters relied heavily on the old lore for instance a skilled
wise man or diviner was often employed As in europe these white
magic practitioners conjured spirits cast horoscopes blessed
amulets foretold the future discovered missing persons and lost
property and blessed the ill with cabalistic charms and sometimes by
the laying on of hands some were thought endowed with the
50
of
of
spirit truth prophecy or the power speaking in tongues
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these american adepts were a diffuse lot including girls boys
women and men young sally chase found lost articles and treasure
in the palmyra new york neighborhood 51 seven year old eli
yarnall began his feeric
seeric career when in his own house he suddenly
laughed at the idea of his father running down a distant mountain
chasing a dropped whiskey jug on returning home his father
confirmed the boy s second sight 52 john greenleaf whittier
Whitrier
whitrier
whittler
whose new england heritage and rural nativity were probably representative
senta tive of conditions elsewhere told of a black wise woman who
hundreds of anxious inquirers
of the grave and
thoughtful healer whose new england clients petitioned him both
by mail and in person and of the quaker conjuror bantum who on
receiving a request placed his huge iron rimmed spectacles on his
face opened his strange black lettered conjuring book and after a
few moments of meditation gave the required answers 53
of the scores of adepts that appear in reminiscent accounts and
local histories some left an enduring mark on history some suspected that dr robert child a wealthy puritan skilled in mineralogy and metallurgy and given to the searching for mines was a
wizard child led the first movement to secure liberty of conscience
54
in massachusetts
kerpius founded
the german pietist johannes kelpius
a
on the outskirts of philadelphia his chapter of perfection
religious brotherhood that mixed alchemy astrology the hermetic
arts and money digging with millennial rosicrucianism after his
death kelpius
kerpius s influence continued in the communitarian ephrata
ephrath
settlement and in a series of magic practitioners who mirrored his
55
own interests the youthful joseph smith the founding prophet of
mormonism honed his spiritual gifts by finding lost articles fore5
telling the future blessing crops and digging for treasure 56
then
there was the far famed moll pitcher 1738 1813 whose name
became an american watchword for more than fifty years she
followed the seeric
feeric precedent given her by her grandfather and
advised the thousands who entered her lynn massachusetts cottage
many a vessel has been deserted by its crew and waited idly at the
her unlucky predictions
wharves for weeks in consequence of
other
noted a contemporary to her came the rich and the poor the
57
the
and
and
the
accomplished
ignorant
vulgar
the
wise
the adepts often played a major role in money digging the two
men who in 1827 sought neatly boxed spanish dollars below the old
pier at new london connecticut were directed by an elderly wise
woman seeking pirate treasure in maine three men imported from
received
11
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connecticut a far famed and wonderfully skillful rodsman to assist
them in turn the treasure hungry farmers of rose new york
sought the help of a medium while the 1825 expedition to the
susquehanna hills began with a peeper named odle whose power
of seeing under ground piqued william hale s interest moreover
the longtime diggers around bristol vermont made use of expert
advice they consulted a series of prophets including two women
an old frenchman east of the mountains and finally a conjuror who
promised that by removing a few rocks and shunning the solid
ledge the long sought cave might be entered indeed one bristol
seer even assayed the value of the bristol treasure at 33100000
100000 and a
few cents

58

the

first role of the adept was to aid in finding the treasure
often this involved confirming a rumor or dream the two primary
sources of treasure stories the latter was especially frequent of the
fifty treasure sites that silas hamilton a devoted treasure seeker from
whittingham
whitingham
Whit ingham vermont logged in his journal over twenty owed
their origin to a dream experienced by one of hamilton s contempo59drawn
raries at least one dream was given three times 59
drawn from the
prevailing biblical and secondary magical culture both dreams and
the ratifying number three became an important stimulus to dig
60
ging thus when deacon bascom an early new hampshire settler
dreamed three times of a silver treasure deposited under a stone he
found the stone but eventually refused to recover the treasure for fear
61
that it might corrupt his children those who believed old mrs
talmage s thrice occurring dream were less wise according to upstate new york lore the three men who set out to recover the treasure
622
again
seen
never
were
the number three also played a role in proper
ritual when another dream revealed the position of the lost oneida
treasure the hunter arrived on the site but failing to turn around the
prescribed three times before picking the treasure up he lost his
633

opportunity
long standing european tradition if rumors and
continuing the longstanding
dreams failed to mark the specific location of the treasure an adept s
divining rod was often used like their old world counterparts
these were usually freshly grown Y shaped twigs about eighteen
inches to two feet long they were taken from apple beech cherry
or more commonly hazel trees although such objects as whalebone or
64
brass and iron wire were also employed
conflicting lore suggested
that the rod s ceremonial cutting should be on the first night of
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christmas twelfth night at tuesday s new moon or during the
655
s
st john day celebration of the summer solstice
one who does not believe in
the rod cannot believe in
god claimed an ardent rodsman for 1I call on him to make her
successful when 1I cuts her and so she must be true 66 in truth the
cutting ritual was filled with religious imagery one prescribed
formula required the supplicant to use the three highest cabalistic
677
another clothed its words
names of deity incanted three times
with traditional christian phrasing
old hazel rod by the power of
conjure thee one summer long oid
oldl
olal
god by the obedience ofjesus christ of nazareth god and mary s
own son who died on the cross and by the power of god by the truth
of god arose from the dead god the father son and holy ghost who
showest me where silver and gold
art the very truth thyself that thou slowest
68
is hidden
1I

interpreting biblical passages to their advantage some adepts saw
themselves as having canonical sanction and called their instrument
jacob s rod after the patriarch s use of mystical rods while breeding
69
s
laban cattle
since a rod s wide ranging power might include healing answering religious questions determining a suspect s criminality or
discovering lost articles salt licks underground water channels and
subterranean minerals some rods were impregnated with nails of
gold silver iron copper lead tin and an amalgram to heighten
their sensitivity to buried treasure then whether the tool was so
adorned or not the practitioner grasped it in his hand palms facing
up and walked across the suspected treasure terrain waiting for the
70
rod to twist itself downward occasionally there was some variation
of procedure one adept poised a straight rod on his forefinger
expecting the lure of gold or silver to destroy its equilibrium the
joseph smith letter to josiah stowell counseled the treasure seeker to
11

cleave the hazel stick lengthwise when laid parallel one inch apart
over a prospective site the two parts would draw and join together
71
again of themselves if actual treasure were present

peter oliver the future massachusetts chief justice found that
the divining rod exceeded what 1I had heard it could locate a
single dollar under ground at 60 or 70 feet distance & to a
7
quantity of silver at a miles distance 72
with the device s water
witching ability increasingly appreciated oliver s opinion was
widely shared from north to south from east to west claimed an
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early nineteenth century observer the divining rod has its advocates men in various callings men above the reach of mean arts men
of the soundest judgment of large information and of the most
7
73
exemplary lives do not disown the art
A second treasure finding device used by some adepts was the
peep or seer stone whose acclaimed gifts excelled even those of
the divining rod such stones seemed to be everywhere and were of
every possible description A rochester new york practitioner
found his stone lying in a road the dazzling splendor of this three
74
or four inch piece of quartz caused him to fall down insensible
joseph smith s various stones reportedly included a smooth grey
egg shaped rock found in a neighbor s well a second which he
reportedly dug up near lake erie after espying it in his neighbor s
stone and still others collected from the mississippi river sands near
nauvoo illinois 75 edwin rushton exhumed his beautiful seer
76
7
stone clear as crystal after dreaming of it three times others used
unearthed indian charms which were identified by a hole punctured
77
at one end of the stone indeed there were green yellow white and
speckled stones opaque and polished stones and round and
oblong stones their only common quality was their unusual or
7
peculiar nature 7813orrowing
borrowing on a long standing german tradi7
79
used
even
some
mirrors
american adepts
tion
practitioners were literally seers that is lookers into the
stone an eyewitness described the process tim placed the diamond for so we must term the seer stone in his cap put the cap
over his face in such a manner as to exclude every particle of light and
after a long and steady view moved the cap slowly away from his
face his gaze still fixed on the stone 80 with most village seers
requiring that the light be secluded this stone iin the hat procedure
was standard by this method an adept could see within the stone
crystal a helpful spirit or the precise locality of the underground
81
treasure
having determined the treasure site the seeker still had much to
do the astrologers with whom the country swarms at this time
noted benjamin franklin are often consulted about the critical
times for digging the methods of laying the spirit and the like
whimseys which renders them very necessary to and very much
82
money
hunters
d
caress by the poor deluded
to assist their clients adepts taught the proper times and
seasons most believed that treasure digging prospered during the
summer months from midnight until sunrise the correct position of
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the zodiacal seven planets for instance a full moon was thought
best and the influence of the directional points of the compass
many adepts faced east while performing their ceremonials sol
es and special days such as shrove tuesday good
stices
slices equinones
equinoxes
equinox
friday and st john s eve also played a role 83 none of this was
unique to money digging until the middle of the nineteenth
century and beyond americans typically consulted their ever
present almanac to plant crops shear sheep butcher livestock burn
weeds and bushes and even to wean their children all such daily
tasks must be done by seasonal and astrological routines that had
descended from time immemorial 84 it is interesting to note that
despite his slighting remarks about money digging benjamin
franklin published one of the most popular almanacs in colonial

america

while finding the right moment to dig was important the need
to circumvent the treasure s guardian was crucial like its old world
antecedents the american treasure keeper might be demonic or
85
or it could be a cat dog snake or some other protecting
divine
animal but generally the american treasure guardian was a murdered youth or man whose body had been left with the buried
valuables to ensure their protection guardian indians were a frequent motif while a murdered pirate often a black man because they
were believed to be the most honest protected captain kidd s
croves whatever their form they were bound to be clever
many troves
and if surviving folklore can be credited they were fearsome as well
they might appear on a black horse carrying their own head in their
lap or they might blow blue flames skyward as a warning to
86
encroaching diggers 8
the guardian had two main defenses first he might excite the
diggers to break the necessary silence A treasure hunter on maine s
jewell s island for instance saw a sow and her litter issue from the
excavation somehow he maintained his quiet until the animal bit his
leg and forced him to exclaim damn then according to the
drovers
story the pigs vanished the hole filled up and the treasure trovers
with the incoming tide
found themselves sitting on the ledge
877
feet
lapping their
other tales were colorful variations on the same
theme As a digger was about to lift the treasure rock that sat atop the
deposit his crowbar slipped on a companion s foot his consequent
profanity brought a blazing twenty foot flame that prevented fur88
digging
ther
while such lore persisted into the twentieth century
and lost nothing in the telling few contemporary accounts were
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without the diggers failure to maintain silence which invariably
resulted in the loss of the sought for prize
second the guardian could move the treasure about in one
repetitious account after another the diggers claimed to have found
their coin laden chest only to see or hear it rumble away A dream and
a divining rod located a treasure site for a respectable gentleman
living in tunbridge vermont after his men excavated a fifteen foot
square hole seven or eight feet deep six pumps were required to keep
the water out the treasure box proved to be a disappointment
there is not ten dollars apiece protested one of the company but
with silence broken the chest moved through the mud and was never
seen again 89 in another incident remembered years later martin
harris and porter rockwell early mormon converts broke off a piece
of a chest s lid before the box slid noisily away this fragment from
the chest was cherished as a relic for years 90 on other expeditions
some diggers even claimed to see the ground rise and fall as the
91
from
them
treasure moved away
probably no firsthand treasure account rivaled john nutt s
colorfully told story of a rochester new york dig guided by
hiram morre a learned treasure hunter of unknown origins a group
climbed cobb s hill nutt tried the ground with his magic
spear a pointed iron rod about seven feet long apparently striking
the top of a box he pierced the obstruction and as he moved the rod
about he heard the distinct rattle of coins the treasure hunters then
moved quickly
having speared the treasure it was his duty to hold the spear firm
while his comrades dug the box out not a word was spoken but picks
and shovels flew fast and a great hole was dug the spear and box sank
finally the box remained firm then the men reached
deeper but
and uncovered it the box danced about and as the men seized
it
we ve got it at last instantly the box was
one remarked
wrenched from their hands and the party heard it move rattling away
into the hill some thirty feet or more the night was clear and starlit
but a great wind suddenly lifted all the men out of the pit and blew
them helter skelter in a heap in the corner of a fence some distance to
the southeast
south east the hole dug that night can still be seen 92

the

manual egyptian secrets had a remedy for these enchant
ments with the treasure rising nearly to ground level at the sun s
apogee clever diggers might construct a trench outside and below
the chest and approach it from underneath such a plan however ran
the risk of injuring the digger if the peripatetic chest moved down
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ward and fell upon him 93 other hunters used magic circles to break
the treasure s charm from antiquity men had used circles in their
devotions 94 and magicians particularly came to regard circles as
certain fortresses against demons 95 money diggers agreed they
encircled their pits to keep the devil out and to protect themselves
from the treasure guardian s machinations 96
the ritual of the treasure circle was complex usually an adept
made two circles in some cases three the larger one sometimes as
wide as fifty yards in diameter shielded workers from evil influence
while the smaller was apparently intended to prevent the treasure
from moving according to a vermont formula nine steel spikes
be smeared with fresh hen s blood and hog dung were placed at
locations on both circles with four reserved for the cardinal points of
the compass and another placed at the center directly above the prize
another adept who practiced in new england and later the ohio
river valley also used nine nails As he walked around the circle
reading raphael s exorcism of the devil from the apocrypha companions dropped the nails at equal distances from the center 97
swords sacrifices and the bible also were used the common
european pattern placed the adept at the center of the treasure circle
sword or wand in hand where he observed planetary positions and
propitiated the treasure demons with old testament sacrifices 98
some of this practice apparently continued in america the expedition that young thurlow weed participated in sacrificed a black
99
cat diggers in vermont and pennsylvania reportedly killed dogs at
treasure sites while in jefferson and ontario counties new york
100
neighbors
by
As
immo
sheep
they scandalized some of their
immolating
lating
the sole exception to the rule of silence the officiator invoked the
treasure demons by name and sometimes read from the scriptures and
the hymnal or intoned a prayer from the often used sixth and seventh
101
moses
books of
boses
bosas
ofmoses
11

IV

folkways
As with most folk
ways the full depth and extent of this activity
can only be surmised yet money digging with its fascination with
ancient races mysterious spaniards and pirates seers magical rods
and stones and of course enchanted treasure was clearly more than a
passing or isolated phenomenon in some areas the practice especially
prospered philadelphia for instance earned the reputation as a
10
money digging center early in the eighteenth century
there
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labour ing peoArtificers and labouring
great numbers of honest artificers
ple
voluntarily endure abundance of fatigue in a fruitless search
after imaginary hidden treasure complained franklin in 1729
they wander thro the woods and bushes by day to discover the
and at midnight they repair to the hopeful spot
marks and signs andl
Pickaxes 103
with spades and pickaxes
such activity inspired thomas forrest s satirical drama the
17 67 written in part to
disappointment or the force of credulity 1767
put a stop if possible to the foolish and pernicious practice of
searching after supposed hidden treasure
the play might have
become the first american written drama staged by an american
professional company instead it never opened richard swan a
prominent philadelphia hatter whose money digging the play sati
prized
rized reportedly warned that if the drama were performed it might
begin a comedy but he would make it end in a tragedy while
the disappointment burlesqued many money digging ideas and practices a modern critic believed that swan and his friends were perhaps
too sensitive in their opposition the play s money digging dupes
104
are not fools he observed they are merely typical
the dutch community on the lower hudson shared the money
digging excitement washington irving remembered a boyhood
filled with pirates ghosts smugglers and buried money he
placed these tales and traditions in the money diggers 182
18255 the best
fictional compendium of treasure lore of the time on three successive nights wolfert webber a worthy burgher and scion of one of
new amsterdam s first settlers dreamt of buried treasure since a
dream three times repeated was never known to lie webber
assumed that his fortune was made however to ensure his success
he obtained the help of dr knipperhausen
Knipper hausen a high german doctor
with a reputation for astrology alchemy and divination arriving at
the treasure site the two men with their several companions divined
the chest s precise location drew a protecting circle and read latin
and german conjurations
conjugations but with spades striking against the
treasure chest webber predictably uttered a silence breaking exclamation which quickly produced the pirate guardian s grim visage
and a train of threatening demons irving s summary statement was
mital whether any treasure was ever actually buried at that
noncommittal
noncom
noncommital
place
or whether it still remains there under the guardianship of
gnomes and spirits until it shall be properly sought for is all matter
of conjecture 105
1
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new england

also was a center for digging the treasure catalogue of silas hamilton a longtime massachusetts citizen before his
move to vermont listed the rumors of his old neighborhood of the
forty one locations that can now be identified massachusetts had

twenty eight sites connecticut eight and new york three probably reflecting the prevailing pirate craze about half lay close to the
sea or a navigable river the boston salem area alone having nine
but central massachusetts was also reputed to be rich in treasure
there in a vertical belt running parallel to the connecticut river
hamilton noted over fifteen locations though interior regions sometimes contained mines rather than the more easily accessible chests
hog sheads of coin that characterized the coastal
tankards
tankards and hogsheads
areas

106

vermont s embrace of the cunning arts probably exceeded any
other region while massachusetts and connecticut permit no
witch to live wrote poet john G C brainard
with more of hardihood

and less of grace
vermont receives the sisters gray and lean
allows each witch her airy broomstick race
0 er mighty rocks and mountains dark with green
107
where tempests wake their voice and torrents roar between 07

many green mountain men agreed judge daniel pierce thompson
18
3 5 passed
whose melodramatic may martin or the money diggers 1855
1835
through at least fifty editions observed that money digging seers
with the faculty of discovering things hidden or unknown to
prevailed to some extent in many parts of this country
them
nor has this alleged faculty in 18521
1852 by any means wholly
ceased 108 the editor of the montpelier watchman was more enthusiastic we do not hesitate to declare our belief that digging for
log
money is the most certain way of obtaining it 109
the vermont money digging region lay along the spine of the
green mountains within this area twenty seven towns or a tenth of
vermont s communities dug for treasure with rural areas also join110
no
ilo
iio here money digging was very common and was
the
pursuit
ing
considered an honorable and profitable employment indeed the
watchman claimed it could name at least five hundred respectable
men who do in the simplicity and sincerity of their hearts verily
believe that immense treasures lie concealed in the green mountains
many of whom have been industriously and perseveringly engaged in
digging it up 111
1
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As vermont s early nineteenth century emigration swept into
upstate new york the money digging frenzy came with it such
superstition was frequent in the new settlements one of james
fenimore cooper s characters in the pioneers 1823 acknowledged 112 there were in fact reports of treasure hunting in northern

new york in herkimer jefferson monroe onondaga ontario and
wayne counties and in the southern part of the state in broome
113
some digging
otsego
Che nango
schoharie and tioga counties
chenango
was intensive guy markham recalled that nearly every hill and
114
for
gold
gully in rush township was searched
the palmyra
men and
reflector labeled the new york money hunting mania
women without distinction of age or sex became marvellously wise
in the occult sciences many dreamed and others saw visions disclosing to them deep in the bowels of the earth rich and shining
115
treasures

V

generalizing about america s diggers for wealth is difficult
evidence is limited and impressionistic generally hostile and heavily drawn from the limited perspectives of folklore literature and
local histories written long after the fact yet whether on the
atlantic seaboard or in the lake country of new york the diggers
shared several tendencies clearly they came from a representative
social spectrum franklin described those in philadelphia as honest
craftsmen and laborers while forrest s satire was aimed at several
money digging tradesmen A similar pattern prevailed in vermont
of
silas hamilton was a leading land and office holder whittingham
ofwhitingham
Whit ingham
whitingham
116
vermont n the nathaniel wood family celebrated diggers in
middletown vermont had some of the best minds the town ever
upbuilding
had and enjoyed the reputation of up
any community in
building
117
which they resided
the upstate new york diggers were undoubtedly agrarian probably no different in social profile from their
neighborhood at large
the treasure hunters had a penchant for organization probably
most digging was an informal neighborhood affair but occasionally
expeditions and companies were organized for specific purposes
the smith company sought treasure in wayne and ontario counties
while the rival rochester company tried to wrest from joseph smith
118
his golden plates
there were even more ambitious enterprises A
seer s vision of buried west indian gold stimulated yankee enterprise
enterpris
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ers to form a company while in 1825 northern pennsylvania diggers
formally agreed to share their profits with the widow of oliver
harper a wealthy man who had reportedly invested two thousand
dollars in the initial stages of the venture 119 however the bristol
vermont dig was probably one the largest capitalized projects
promising local investors a hundred dollars for every dollar invested
a canadian entrepreneur and treasure hunter simeon corser
corset raised
120
acre
and spent ten thousand dollars at the hell s halfacre
diggings
half
none of this apparently was exceptional according to charles
skinner some money digging promoters secured salaries as officers
of digging companies and thereby gained the only tangible results
121
that ever came from such enterprises
the diggers motives were mixed A major concern of course
was the securing of wealth rumors constantly circulated about a
hunter s smiling fortune which excited still others to further digging joseph smiths
smiths family reportedly found such miscellaneous
objects as a cannon ball a cache of gold watches and according to the
viewpoint of some of their neighbors the golden plates which
122
mormon
produced the book of
the town of rochester talked
about tim alien
allen
ailen s discovery of several golden wedges 123 vermont s
rumors were more bold one determined vermont digger supposedly
found enough wealth to build a house for himself and construct a
roadside inn while another was claimed to have unearthed fifty
124
12
thousand dollars
these reports however were the exception to the general rule
the prize was almost always lost due to the lack of proper technique
misfortune or insufficient personal sanctification the popular
view of the treasure hunter observed a historian of the vermont
diggings is that he is not a praiseworthy industrious type but rather
is the kind of person who expects something for nothing this is a
half truth for while the treasure hunter the supreme optimist may
hope for large and immediate rewards as indeed do most of the rest of
us in actuality the ratio of hard work to compensation among these
individuals must be one of the most lopsided in labor history 125
As in europe american money digging obviously involved
more than the quest for wealth its old testament images and
ceremonial rituals were appealing while at a deeper level of human
circles
dreams
gold and sacriconsciousness its caves
fices were the kind of universal symbols that carl G jung described
12
126
as profoundly religious archetypes
occasionally this otherworldly content of treasure hunting became explicit in 1800
11
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nathaniel wood a lapsed congregational minister from norwich
connecticut formed a congregation at middletown vermont
rodsmen
which used the divining rod for religious purposes wood s rodsman
dug for treasure to finance the new jerusalem they also used their
hazel rods in church meetings as revelatory devices to prove the need
for angelic messengers the pauline spiritual gifts modern day temple building the gathering of israel from the prevailing gentile
culture the restoration of primitive christianity and a millennialism that was scheduled to climax on 14 january 1801 when the
excitement of that day came and passed wood and many of his
117
127
york
new
followers moved to jefferson county
upstate new york saw a similar mingling of treasure hunting
with traditional religion using an eighteen year old minister s son
for their adept the money diggers at rose wayne county new
york held mystic meetings prior to their digs employed a week
long prayer vigil and pledged a part of their treasure for charitable
purposes however their repeated failures to find buried money
caused dissension and produced a church court during which the
minister and his son summoned the spirits of several biblical
prophets the affair disintegrated when the spirit of samuel the
128
devilish
confessed
a
finally
impostor
prophet
to being
mormonism was also born within an upstate new york matrix
that combined new england folk culture with traditional religion
joseph smith s family and many of his early new york converts were
both treasure diggers and fervent religionists but there is evidence
that the smiths were not always comfortable mixing the two at
2 6 money digging trial his father was reported to
1826
young joseph s 18
have claimed that both he and his son were mortified that this
seericl
se ericcl power which god had so miraculously
wonderful
seeric
feeric
miraculusly
seeri
given
to joseph smith jr should be used only in search of
filthy lucre instead of looking for mere earthly treasures joseph
smith sr trusted that the son of righteousness would some day
illumine the heart of the boy and enable him to see his will
129
concerning him
probably the quality which most distinguished the american
treasure digger was his acceptance of the old cultural system that
rapidly was passing into obsolescence almost from the founding of
america s first settlements many community leaders rejected money
digging seventeenth century puritan clerics such as cotton mather
and john hale called the wise men devils priests and prophets and
andyjohn
andjohn
130
150
following european practice the
their practices witchcraft
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standing opposition was given the force of law A new
clergy s long
longstanding
york statute for example enjoined all jugglers and all persons
pretending to have skill in physiognomy palmistry or like crafty
science or pretending to tell fortunes or to discover where lost goods
131
be
may found
while observed lightly or more often in the breach
joseph smith was tried at least once for his money digging but was
132
such laws and the cleriapparently neither fined nor imprisoned
cal animosity that lay behind them created in the minds of many
educated men and women a dark and unsavory image of money
digging that often became caricature
american literature reinforced this tendency while admitting a
local adept s singularly correct hits and confessing a qualified belief
in paranormal phenomena daniel thompson nevertheless drew his
may martin money digging characters in tones of fraud and criminal133
153
ity
nathaniel hawthorne s peter goldthwaite s treasure told
the story of a deranged digger whose obsessive search for hidden
treasures caused him to dismantle his own home and the seers in
solomon spaulding s the manuscript found a romance written in the
early nineteenth century but not published until 1886 were unquali13
fiedly evil 134
whether in the poetry of john G C brainard the
humorous sketches of washington irving or the satires of franklin
and forrest the result was uniformly the same though money
digging like any human endeavor offered much to scorn and even to
pity the belles lettres of the period conveyed the prevailing values of
the intellectual elite by treating the money digger in overblown and
often unjustified images
with educated americans increasingly arrayed against them
money diggers displayed remarkable tenacity while seventeenth
century records are sparse and at best suggestive ample evidence
exists that many nineteenth century americans dug for treasure the
practice was particularly strong in such areas as vermont and upstate
new york where severe social dislocation rapid cultural change
and religious experimentation seemed to give the old culture an
155
135
extended life
indeed in ways that are yet to be explored money
digging may have influenced two of the nineteenth century s major
social and religious movements mormonism and spiritualism its
touch on american society was not light
folklorist harry hyatt observed that treasure hunting is something more than monetary value it is a part of eternal hope a
13
136
mystical quest the satisfaction of an unfulfilled dream
magical
treasure hunting was something more it was part of the culture and
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religion of the folk for people who were untutored in the emerging
new science it helped to give their everyday life meaning theirs was
the higher and hidden truth a blend of humankind s deep myths
and christian ideas the old way that eventually faltered before the
onslaught of modern science and the triumph of a new world view
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the longer quotation is instructive

to facilitate

those mighty mining operations money was usually if not always sought
after in the night time
timeo divers devices and implements were invented and although the
spirit was always able to retain his precious charge these discomfited as well as deluded
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wood episode
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see purple joseph smith the originator of mormonism this reflects the general legal
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precedent beginning centuries earlier in england thomas religion and the decline ofmagic
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nathaniel hawthorne twice told tales 2 vols boston houghton mifflin and company
2 204 37 the spaulding novel owed its notoriety to the nineteenth century claim that it was
1900 2204
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in culturally isolated areas money digging continued on a limited basis even into the twentieth
rootwork beliefs accepted by many
century see harry middleton hyatt hoodoo conjuration witchcraft rootworm
negroes and white persons these being orally recorded among blacks and whites hannibal mo western
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call for papers
special issue on
orl british isles
ori
byustudies
studies is pleased to announce a forthcoming special issue
BYU
devoted to the IDS church in the british isles the issue will be published
in 1987 in conjunction with the sesquicentennial of the church in
britain dr james R moss of the church history department at
brigham young university has been appointed guest editor
those interested in submitting articles for publication in the special
issue should send them to

dr

james R moss
136 joseph smith building
brigham young university
provo utah
84602

IDS church history in the british
articles may be on any aspect of
oflds
oflas
isles from the beginning to the present or may focus on current issues
of concern to the church and its members in britain deadline for
submission of articles is 31 december 1986
this special issue will be one of many activities planned by the
church brigham young university and other organizations to
celebrate the 150th
130th anniversary of the church in the british isles we
encourage your participation in these events and hope many of you
will submit articles for publication
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